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QuickSmart Software Techno Timer Simple, visual software timer to help kids keep track of home much

time is left for work or play Are transitions a nightmare? Are you having trouble moving your child or

student from one activity to the next? Is homework or school work a struggle? Then you need the Techno

Timer! The Techno Timer is an easy-to-use time countdown timer helping you to make sure that 5 more

minutes is exactly that! Whats more, the Techno Timer makes keeping track of time. You and your kids

can select: - the clock colour - the time remaining colour - the alarm sound, including ducks and pigs! - or

no sound at all the clock just shakes at the end of the time you set The timer is very visual and can help

kids develop the concept of time. It can also help encourage independence by allowing children and

young people work to the clock with less supervision. This is a great tool for kids that might have

behavioural difficulties associated with transitions such as: - Autism Spectrum Disorder - Aspergers

Syndrome - Pervasive Development Disorder (Not Otherwise Specified) (PDD (NOS) - Attention Deficit

Hyperactivity Disorder (ADD / ADHD) - Or just ordinary kids that need to be kept on track! Use it for bath

times, bedtime, computer and game console playing, and homework, getting ready for school whenever

you need to keep kids going or changing from one activity to the next and is great for setting a routine.

You can even use it as a class timer! Teachers can use it with the Interactive Whiteboard and help keep

the whole class on track without singling out your non-typical learners. This Windows clock timer

download is something like an electronic stop watch. It works on Windows 98 / XP / ME / 2000 / Vista.
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